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For over 14 years the University of Iowa Radio and Plasma Wave group has utilized a network
transparent data streaming and visualization system for most daily data review and collaboration
activities. This system, called Das2, was originally designed in support of the Cassini RPWS
(Radio and Plasma Wave System) investigation, but is now relied upon for daily review and
analysis of Voyager, Polar, Cluster, Mars Express, Juno and other mission results. The
system has recently been adopted for low-frequency ground based radio astronomy results.

Scientists care about data and plots, not files.

Reader programs hide file format and naming convention details from the rest of the system.
●

Thick clients are required for responsive user interfaces.

Custom Java client library and applications render data locally and convert user input into data
requests. The server is not required for many operations.
●

Very large datasets can be handled by modest hardware if processed a
record at a time.

Das2 Stream format transmits a single slice across multiple arrays in each packet. As new
array types are encountered in the input files, new array definitions are pushed onto the stream.
●

The number of pixels in a plot provides a lower limit on the amount of data
that must be transmitted.
Das2 clients can send required time resolution with each data request. If no resolution is
specified, the server returns the full resolution output of the reader program.

dasCore - Java Client Library

To provide a responsive user interface, a client library was developed in Java. Most
functionality is contained in the core library and client programs were built on this base.
●

Specialized Client Applications

Custom applications built on dasCore provide interfaces for Cassini - RPWS, Voyager - PWS,
Galileo - PWS, Mars Express - MARSIS, and multiple Earth orbiting missions.
http://das2.org/demo-apps.html
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Server averages values into bins no greater than the time duration of a single pixel.
Reductions normally preformed by a client are handled before data are transmitted. This
reduces network bandwidth and client memory footprint, but reading gigabytes of files
on the server is still slow.
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Das2 Design Considerations
●
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Display Latency Measurements

The 100 Day plots are of RPWS 10kHz and 80kHz spectra with 1 minute resolution f ce and fpe
overlays. Original RPWS data occupy over 3.3 GB of disk space in binary 16-bit integer format.
Transfer and display time were measured using a 20 Mbps DSL link on a 2010 era PC with
Autoplot version 20170905a. Intrinsic resolution is typically 2048 captures/sec. in the single
spectrogram plot.

Software and Documentation
All General Das2 software is available under the open source LGPL license.
Das2 is an interface definition, not an API, software may be written in any language. Current
interface specification is at: http://das2.org
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●

100 day plots backed by 3.4 GB of data transfer and display in 2.1 seconds...

libdas2, a C based library and programs providing parsing, binning, and spectrum calculations.
Includes a Python Numpy extension. IDL bindings in production will allow for SPEDAS
interoperability. https://saturn.physics.uiowa.edu/svn/das2/core/stable/libdas2
Autoplot is the recommended GUI tool for reading Das2 streams, may also be used as a
library to interface with IDL and Matlab. http://autoplot.org

pyServer is a Python based HTTP request handler and work queue manager
https://saturn.physics.uiowa.edu/svn/das2/servers/stable/pyserver

HAPI Support
As of Dec. 3rd 2017 the development branch of the Das2 pyServer software supplies HAPI 1.1
end points using a stream converter.
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Work queue daemon handles the creation of Das2 Stream files in a handful of useful
resolutions in the background. Later when a client requests data, cache blocks that were
generated at, or greater than, the needed resolution are output. Expensive full
resolution file reads are avoided for large time ranges.

As a Result, Latency Becomes Scale Independent

dasQCore, this central Autoplot Java library contains components for reading and plotting
Das2 Streams. https://saturn.physics.uiowa.edu/svn/das2/core/stable/dasQCore
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Das2 streams allow multiple array sets to be interleaved in a single stream. Since this is not
allowed by the limited HAPI protocol, not all Das2 Streams can be converted to a HAPI stream.
The pyServer tries to get around this by splitting one Das2 data source into multiple HAPI nodes
each offering a single array set, but this is not always sufficient Especially problematic are the
RPWS Low-Rate Complete and RPWS high-rate science waveform data sources.

Lessons Learned, Future Design Considerations
●

Scientists care about data and plots, not servers.

Data catalogs should work much like the Internet's Domain Name System (DNS) i.e. a central
top level catalog with sub-catalogs maintained by data providers.
●

Time isn't the only navigation parameter.

Data source definitions should specify the set of HTTP GET query parameters available and
denote which parameters constrain which data coordinate ranges.
●

Text is a useful data type.

Event lists and scientist's annotations are very useful, so non-numeric data should be supported
in the stream definition. The current stream format is too limited.
●

Static files on a website can make a useful server.

Allowing file aggregations in data source definitions would make ancillary data, such as orbit
definitions, discoverable and small data sets easier to incorporate.
●

Controls
affecting server
data requests

Download isn't the only flow direction.

Provide a service to accept uploaded streams of digitized measurements and annotations.
●

Our phones are computers too.

Clients built from the ground up for mobile environments should be considered.
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